Abstract Unit testing is an important part of modern software development, where individual code units are tested in isolation. Such tests are typically case-based, checking a likely error scenario or an error that has previously been identified and fixed. Coming up with good test cases is challenging, particularly when testing generic code, and focusing on individual tests can distract from creating tests that cover the full functionality.
Introduction
Modern software engineering practises encourage the use of unit testing to increase software reliability. Test-driven development (TDD) [Bec02] dictates that software should be extended by writing tests for a new feature first, before implementing the feature. The tests provide a specification of the behaviour of the new feature, and provide an easy way to check the implementation throughout development and refactoring.
Less extreme methods call for tests for all program units, and for regression tests to be written to ward off the reappearance of known bugs. Such methods may be practised rigorously, or in an ad hoc manner. Common to all is that they rely on the programmer to invent good test cases that cover both likely and unlikely errors. The programmer must also be careful that the tests exercise the full expected feature set, or the implementation will seem OK when all it does is implement the bare minimum to pass the tests.
Testing with Concepts and Axioms
We suggest writing tests based on axioms that formally specify expected behaviour, rather than relying on ad hoc test cases. We integrate axioms with concepts that describe code interfaces -basically, the types and operations that a program module supports. Axiom-based testing provides reusable tests for implementations of concepts. Also, by stating the requirements of generic code in terms of concepts, we know what behaviour we must test for in arguments given to generic code.
Testing an implementation consists of stating (and checking) that it conforms to the interface of the given concept, then generating suitable test data, and finally evaluating the axioms for the generated test data values using the implementation. If any of the axioms evaluate to false, the implementation does not satisfy the concept specification -which may mean that the implementation is buggy, or that the specification is wrong; if the results are to be reliable, the axiom must correctly express the desired feature.
Concepts in C++ 2011
Concepts were proposed for inclusion in the C++11 1 standard as a modularisation feature for generic programming. Concepts were designed to solve the problem of incomprehensible error messages from deep inside C++ template code, providing a sort of bounded polymorphism to the otherwise duck typed (at compile time) template system, similar to how type classes work in Haskell [HHPW96] . The proposal also allowed for axioms in concepts, opening the way to axiom-based optimisation [TJ07, BH09] and testing [BDH09] . However, concepts were dropped [Str09] from the draft standard [B + 11b] before finalisation. Since the proposed C++ standard no longer provides for concepts and axioms, our approach has changed since our original implementation of axiom-based testing for C++ [BDH09] . We now provide a library, Catsfoot, which adds alternative concept support to C++11 as well as support for generating axiom tests, all using template meta-programming. While we previously had to rely on an external tool to support test generation, with limited C++ support, this is no longer necessary.
Our contributions in this article include:
• a technique and library for testing with concepts and axioms in C++11,
• a library for using concepts in C++11, and
• a generic test data generation library to be used with axiom-based testing.
Our Catsfoot concept library supports most of the features of the previous C++0x draft [GSSW08] (with the exception of archetypes), though in this paper we will focus mainly on using it for axiom-based testing, leaving the rest for a future paper. Further information on the concept library, as well as the full source code released under the GNU LGPL license, is available at http://catsfoot.sourceforge. net/ [Dav11] .
We have tested all code examples in this paper with GCC 4.5.2 and 4.6.0 (with the exception of one example, which does not run on current compiler releases). The file containing the examples can be obtained from the website.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. In the next section, we introduce and define concepts and axioms, and in Section 3 we show how to perform axiom-based tests. Data generators are explained in Section 4, and in Section 5 we discuss specifications, different aspects of axiom-based testing and related work. The conclusion is given in Section 6. There are also two appendices, Appendix A containing code and examples referenced in the paper, and Appendix B which gives a quick overview of the C++ definitions used in the paper.
Concepts
We will now introduce definitions of the terms we will use throughout the remainder of the paper.
A concept C p 1 , p 2 , . . . , p n = (R, Φ) consists of a set of parameters p 1 , p 2 , . . . , p n , a set of requirements R and a set of axioms Φ.
The concept parameters may be either types or operations, both encoded in the C++ type system. For example, the monoid<T,Op,Id> concept has three parameters: a type T, an operation Op and an identity element Id, expressed as a nullary operation. In C++, we write concepts as a template class inheriting from concept: 1 template <typename T, typename Op, typename Id> 2 struct monoid: public concept { We will use the concept monoid as a continuing example throughout this section.
Requirements
A requirement on one or more concept parameters may be either a predicate or another concept. A predicate is a template meta-function which checks some property of a type or function. For example, the predicate is_callable checks whether a function accepts the given parameter list. This is compatible with all the predicates defined in <type_traits> of the standard library, such as std::is_convertible and std::is_constructible.
The requirement list is defined as a typedef requirements, with a concept_list listing the requirements:
Encoding the requirements as a type in this way is a standard C++ meta-programming trick, making them accessible to the template system at compile time. The member result_type gives the return type of a is_callable operation.
New concepts can be built from simpler ones by using concepts as requirements. For example, monoids for addition and multiplication could be part of a larger ring concept (see Listing 2, page 10).
Axioms
An axiom performs some test on the relationship between the operations in the concept. Each axiom contains one or more expressions or assertions with universally quantified variables of the concept parameter types. For example, the monoid concept has axioms for associativity (op(x, op(y, z)) == op(op(x, y), z)) and identity (op(x,id()) == x and op(id(),x) == x) for all values T x, y, z, operators Op op and Id id.
Our axioms are represented as static member functions, with the universally quantified variables as parameters. When running tests, we can then supply the axiom functions with concrete test values of the appropriate types. 
}
The axiom_assert call will take care of recording success or failure, and computing test coverage. The axiom_assert argument is the actual axiom. Multiple such assertions can be put into the same function, and the programmer is free to use if to create conditional axioms or, in fact, use arbitrary C++ code to compute the axiom result.
2 Hence, we are not restricted to a particular form of logic (e.g., conditional equational logic, as used in the C++0x concept proposal).
The equality operator used in the axiom is the normal C++ equality defined for the type (if it exists). In some cases it may be a good idea to make the equality operator itself a parameter of the concept, so that the programmer has more control over the semantics of equality. Similarly, other comparison operators should be parameters to the concept, since they may not be defined for all types. See Section 5.6 for more about defining and using equality.
The list of all axioms is obtainable through the function get_axioms(), which the concept programmer must implement. For convenience, the AXIOMS macro is used to implement get_axioms() correctly, given a list of axioms: 21 AXIOMS(associativity, identity);
22
}; // end of concept monoid 2 Note that axiom_assert is currently defined as a macro, and in order to correctly determine axiom coverage, it should not be placed inside a { } block.
Models
A model or implementation is a list of actual concept arguments a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a n that fulfil all the requirements of a concept and satisfy all the axioms. A concept expression C a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a n is verified if a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a n models C, with the actual arguments substituted for the formal concept parameters. For example: Z, +, 0 models Monoid. In C++, we express this using a type trait verified:
template <> struct verified<monoid<int, op_plus, constant<int,0> > > : public std::true_type {};
The programmer must explicitly state that the model relationship holds.
The actual code implementing a model can -and often will -be generic template code. All operations are wrapped as types -classes implementing operator() -when they are used in concepts. This makes it easier to deal with them at the template level. Our library contains wrappers for all standard C++ operators, such as op_plus for +, op_lt for <; and constant<T,V> for constants; as well as convenience macros for wrapping both member and non-member functions.
Axiom-Based Testing
We are now ready to define axiom-based testing: Axiom-based testing attempts to demonstrate that an implementation a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a n models a concept C (or, equivalently, that verified<C a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a n > is true), by experimentally searching for counter-examples using the axioms of the concept and the data values and operations of the model.
Testing is controlled separately from the model relationship, as we shall see in Section 3, but each verified declaration implies an obligation on the programmer to verify by testing (or proof) that the model relationship holds.
Predicates
Predicates can be used as part of the requirement list for a concept. A predicate is implemented as a type which has a static member ::value as a Boolean constant, the value of which is defined based on whether certain syntactic requirements are fulfilled. For instance, a predicate can tell whether a type is callable with a certain signature.
The header <type_traits>, introduced in the C++11 standard, provides predicates which can be used with our system. For example, is_lvalue_reference is a predicate that tests whether a type represents an lvalue. It is implemented with a default case, returning false: template <typename T> struct is_lvalue_reference: public std::false_type { };
and a specialised case for references, returning true: template <typename T> struct is_lvalue_reference<T&>: public std::true_type { };
An automatic concept (or auto concept) has no axioms, and is automatically verified for all models that match the requirements. An auto concept must inherit from auto_concept, and differs from a predicate only in how errors are reported in concept checking; for a predicate, the error is reported directly, for an auto concept, the message will refer to the specific requirement that failed. Auto concepts and predicates have no role in testing, they are only used in concept checking. An example can be seen in Listing A.5.
Concept Checking
Concept checking is the act of determining whether an implementation satisfies the requirements of a concept [SL00] . Syntactic requirements, such as which operations should be defined, are expressed through predicates and can be checked by seeing if the predicate has a true value. For semantic requirements (axioms), we must rely on the programmer promising that the requirements are fulfilled, using the verified trait. Concepts and auto concepts in the requirement list are checked recursively.
Concept checking is performed prior to testing, and whenever requested by the programmer using assert_concept (for function templates) and class_assert_concept (for class templates) to check that a set of template arguments model a given concept, or when using ENABLE_IF to perform concept based overloading. The concept asserts will trigger an error if the given concept expression fails the requirements. ENABLE_IF is used for concept-controlled polymorphism [JWL03] ; if inserted into a function template argument list, it will disqualify the function from overload resolution if concept checking fails. An example of ENABLE_IF can be seen in Listing A.5; more information on non-testing use of the concept library can be found in the Catsfoot tutorial and source distribution [Dav11] .
Long Parameter Lists
Compared to the previous concept proposal [GSSW08] , we make wider use of parameters; basically every type and operation in a concept is a parameter. This allows for far more flexibility in matching a wide range of implementation styles with the interface defined in a concept (i.e., by providing signature morphisms), eliminating the need for the concept_map construct of the previous proposal. The cost of this is somewhat more unwieldy parameter list, particularly for large concepts. We can reduce this problem by making specialised version of concepts that bind some of the arguments. For example, the plus_monoid in the following example binds the operator to op_plus and the identity element to the default constructor: 
{};
The verified clause then states that if the user claim a type to be model of plus_monoid it is also a monoid.
Testing Axioms
As we have seen in Section 2.3, an axiom is just a function that calls the macro axiom_assert. This macro will throw an exception back to the test driver if the axiom test fails, and do nothing on success. The user may redefine the macro to fit the programming environment.
Our previous axiom-based testing scheme [BDH09] would generate test drivers by parsing the concepts with external tools. However, C++11 provides a way to make drivers using pure template meta-programming, with no external tool. Using variadic templates, introduced in the standard, it is now possible to match a function with arbitrary number of parameters and go through all its parameter types and select the right data to pass as arguments.
We can test a single axiom in the following way:
test(generator, monoid<int, op_plus, constant<int, 0>>::associativity);
where associativity is an axiom of the monoid concept (instantiated for Z, +, 0 ), and generator is a data generator (described in Section 4). The test function will go through all the parameters of the axiom and get suitable argument values from the generator, then call the axiom and report the outcome. A simplified version of the test driver is shown in Listing 1. It shows how it is possible to parse a parameter list of a function at compile-time, without the use of reflection.
Testing Concepts
Testing just a single axiom at a time would be cumbersome. Using the test_all function, we may automatically test all the axioms of a concept -including the axioms of any recursively required concept: test_all<monoid<int, op_plus, constant<int, 0>>>(generator);
The test_all function obtains a list of all axioms in a concept from the get_axioms function (defined by the user using the AXIOMS macro). This list also contains the name of each axiom as a string, used to print a short report on success. Each axiom is tested in turn using test. After all axioms have been tested, test_all is called recursively on all the requirements of the concept.
Support for concept testing is the reason for the AXIOMS macro. There is no way to find the members of a class using template meta-programming, so the programmer must supply the list of axioms manually. This also implies that we can define axioms outside of concepts (i.e., as non-member functions), should we want to.
Such free-floating axioms can either be added to a concept by naming them in the AXIOMS argument list, or be tested directly with test, as in the previous section. This can be an easy way to add axioms to a project, without reorganising the code around concepts. 
Test Reports
On successful completion of a test, the default test driver will write 'passed' to the console. An alternative implementation can easily provide feedback to a unit testing framework or integrated editor. Any failures will result in a detailed problem report. For example, if we try to see if Z, +, 1 is a monoid (which it isn't, since
test_all<monoid<int, op_plus, constant<int, 1>>>(generator);
we get an axiom failed message, as shown in Figure 1 . As explained in Section 2.3, evaluation of axioms is done by axiom_assert. If the axiom test succeeds, the axiom function will proceed and eventually return, otherwise axiom_assert will throw an exception. This exception contains the argument values and all other necessary information to generate the report -including the line number and full name of the axiom, obtained using the compiler's predefined macros. This detailed information is available only on failure; the success message will simply report the name of the axiom.
The printing of values depends on the << operator being defined for the value and the error stream. This is handled using concept-based overloading; the code for this is shown in Listing A.5.
Reusable Tests
A convenient effect of having concepts and their axioms separate from the classes that implement them is that they can be freely reused for testing new types that model the same concepts. If you already have a Stack concept with carefully selected axioms, you get the tests for free when you implement a new stack class.
Having libraries of standard concepts for things such as algebraic classes [Got06] (including monoid, ring, group and others that apply to numeric data types), containers (indexable, searchable, sorted, ...) as well as common type behaviour predicates [GMWL08] (defined in <type_traits> in C++11) cuts down on the work needed to implement tests. A well thought-out library is also far less likely to have flawed or too-weak axioms compared to axioms or tests written by a programmer in the middle of a busy project.
Another typical form of reuse is building more complex concepts on top of simpler ones. For example, we may build a ring from monoid and group, with the operators 
};
Listing 2 -An algebraic ring concept, built from monoid and group. The requirement group<T, AOp, Minus, Zero> should imply monoid<T, AOp, Zero>; we check that this is really the case with the assert at the end of the concept.
Listing 2. This may be an interesting property to test; for instance, integers are rings, but the int data type may not behave like a ring on architectures where numbers do not wrap around on overflow.
Axioms for Object-Oriented (OO) code
To be as generic as possible and to support all programming paradigms in C++, we have stayed away from object orientation in our approach. In general, we recommend that axioms are written as algebraic expressions. OO programming can be handled by wrapping object member functions into types, and imperative functions can also be wrapped to avoid side-effects on arguments. Listing 3 shows two examples of how member functions are wrapped into types. In the first case, the class foo_wrapped provides a wrapper around any member function Ret T::foo(Args...), as a call with signature Ret (T&, Args...); i.e., with the object as the first parameter. Similarly, the constant member function Ret T::foo(Args...) const is wrapped as Ret (const T& Args...), with a const first parameters.
We can generate such wrappers using the DEF_MEMBER_WRAPPER macro. For example:
The macro only needs to be called once per function name, as it will wrap any member by that name, in any class, with any argument list. Unfortunately, there does not seem to be a way to trigger the generation of such wrappers automatically.
Axioms 
};
Listing 3 -Examples of method wrappers. The type parameter with a decltype expression will both be used to infer the return type and to enable the call only when the argument list is legal for the original member function.
member functions that update their object. Members with side effect on the object can be converted into functions -functionalised -returning the modified copy and removing the side effect. In the example in Listing 3, foo_functionalized provides a functionalised wrapper for foo.
Similarly, if a function has side-effects on its arguments, we can wrap it to avoid the side effects. The wrapper will proceed through the argument list, try to make each argument const, and simply copy it if that fails (this requires, of course, that a copy constructor is defined for the type). Functions with arbitrary global side effects cannot be wrapped; but such behaviour would be difficult to describe with axioms anyway.
Inheritance
According to the Liskov substitution principle, functions expecting an object of a base class should behave consistently when presented with an object of a subclass. Hence, the subclass must satisfy the behaviour specification of the base class(es); i.e., it must model at least the same concepts, and we should test it with (at least) the same axioms. The subclass may also model additional concepts, with more axioms to test.
During testing, one may treat subclasses just like any other class, and test with the applicable concepts (the base class concepts and the concepts of the subclass itself). If one wishes to specifically test the inheritance and virtual dispatch behaviour, it is possible to run the test on references instead of values:
and then use a data generator that provides object of both the base class and the subclasses. Such a generator can be built using the random term generator (Section 4.2) by supplying operations that construct objects of the subclasses (using the term generators for the subclasses).
Exceptions
Depending on the approach taken when writing specifications, it may be interesting to test exception behaviour. Lack of proper error detection and reporting is a common and serious problem, and we may want to test that improper use of operations results in an exception being thrown -for example, when popping an empty stack or creating a rational number with a zero denominator.
The function throwing<E> can be used to test if an operation throws a particular exception. It is instantiated with the exception type, and takes the operation and arguments as arguments. For example:
Of course, this is only necessary if we write axioms in a purely functional style; otherwise we may use try/catch directly in the axiom.
Under the substitution principle, it is usually considered allowable for an implementation or an implementation subclass to accept a wider range of parameter values than stated in the specification (in accordance with the principle of the previous section), so exception testing in this manner should be used with care. A possibility is to separate the specification of exception behaviour into another concept, or specify preconditions in some other way.
Test Coverage
We can get some idea of the effectiveness of our axiom tests by measuring axiom coverage and implementation code coverage. Axiom coverage tells us how much the axioms have actually been tested, and can uncover problems like axioms that are untested or under-tested because their conditions are never true on the given test data. Code coverage of the implementation gives an indication of how good the axioms and the test data are at exercising all parts of the code. Ideally we want test sets that cover the entire implementation, including seldom used branches of if statements and error handling code -possibly using other tests in addition to the axiom based tests.
Our testing library measures axiom coverage and will warn about unused axioms. We can measure code coverage using an external tool like gcov(1) or one of the various commercial tools that are available.
Full axiom and code coverage is not necessarily sufficient to give confidence in the implementation; if we have only used a few data points, a trivial faulty implementation may still pass the test, even though it would easily break when exposed to a more diverse selection of test data. We have no way to detect this directly, though we could give warnings if tests are done with few data points.
Lack of full axiom coverage indicates a lack of diverse test data. Low code coverage may also stem from a lack of test data or a deficiency in how the data is generated, but is more likely due to not covering the full behaviour with axioms. This may not be a problem in itself; it may be perfectly acceptable to cover some parts of the code with other tests.
Data Generation
The second main component of axiom-based testing is data generation.
There are several possible strategies for generating test data: We may use user selected data sets, randomly chosen generator terms, randomly chosen data structure values, or data values harvested from an application.
The first option is the classical approach to testing and the one (implicitly) favoured by test driven development. It relies on picking representative values that exercise the full behaviour of the code. We may do this by guessing (e. [PVB08] . Term generation assumes that all data values can be generated by some sequence of the available operations -which is true for algebraic data types, but not necessarily for all C++ classes (i.e., if the data structure fields can be manipulated directly).
Random field value generation has its own problems. There is often a particular relationship between the fields of a class, so that only some combinations are valid (satisfies the data or class invariant). In practice, we may have to implement a specific data generator for each class, to ensure that sensible and valid data is generated.
Harvesting the data produced by an application program is related to the term generator method, in that it provides values computed by the public methods of the classes, though harvesting ensures a statistical distribution of data much closer to those that appear in practise. One way of harvesting application data would be to insert the axiom tests directly as assertions into an application, using the available data values as parameter arguments to the axiom. This would only be safe for functionalstyle axioms, or with stateless data types or copy-assignable data types, otherwise we risk that the axiom itself modifies the state of the application.
Studies of testing efficiency seem to indicate that random testing often outperforms other test set designs [Gut99, HT90, Ham94] . For any fixed data set size, a carefully chosen data set will normally be better than a random data set, but a slightly larger, often cited as 20% larger, random data set is often just as good [Ham94] . Random data generation offers an easy route to expand the data set to any reasonable size.
Our data generator library offers support for user selected data sets, and a combination of the two random data generator methods: term generation with user-provided operations. Harvesting program data or instrumenting with axiom tests is difficult to achieve without using an external tool. 
Data Generator Library
As we have seen in Section 3, we need to pass a data generator to the test or test_all test drivers. In our system, a generator produces, for some type T, a fresh copy of a container of data elements of that type. The library provides three basic generic generators:
default_generator generates singletons from the default constructor of the type. This is useful for wrapped state-less operations, for example. term_generator<T...> generates random values based random terms of a given signature. The generator is initialised with a C++ random generator (see header <random> in the standard) and a list of operations that makes the signature. We describe this generator in Section 4.2.
Listing 4 illustrates the use of the list and default generators. Generators are combined using the choose combinator, which implements a left choice: Data is generated by the leftmost generator that can handle the requested type. In the example, requests for integers are handled by the static list generator, while all other types are handled by the default generator. This generator is sufficient for testing concepts like monoid or ring; though we may wish to have more data points or use random data.
A useful approach is to combine static data with randomly generated data. Using our current generator library, generators cannot be combined in this way; only a single generator is used for each type. The alternative is to call the tests multiple times, with both static and random generators. We hope to remove this restriction in the future.
Programmers may also provide their own generators, based on the same interface. The generator should have a member function template C generator.get( selector<type>) where C is a container with element type Type&. The reference is needed to support axioms with side effects (returning a container by copy, and not by reference should take care of this requirement).
Random Terms
In our experience, generating random values is easier than attempting to pick values manually. There are however some difficulties in generating data randomly:
• We do not want to manually re-implement a generator for each type, nor do we want to require that types conform to some particular interface for generating random values.
• In some cases we need values that are related to each other in some way, in order to satisfy axiom conditions and ensure proper coverage of our axiom tests.
We supply a random term generator library to simplify random data generation. The term generator generates random values of one or more types from a set of operations. When a value of a particular type is requested, the generator will select an operation of the correct type at random, and generate an argument list for it recursively. It handles some cases of supplying related values by reusing old values when generating new values.
The example generator in Listing 5 can generate integers, integer sets, and iterators for integer sets. It uses the following operations (given as C++ lambda expressions in the code): int(), constructing a random integer, set<int>() constructing an empty set, set<int>(set<int>, int) building a set from a set and an integer, and set<int>::iterator(set<int>) building an iterator from a set.
The term generator tends to produce simple terms first, with more complicated (nested) terms produced later. This means that errors are likely to be uncovered by simple test values if possible; making the error reporting nicer and less overwhelming, without the need to actively search for a simpler test case.
Generating Related Values
Obtaining related values is important in many common situations. For example, we may have the following transitivity axiom: A similar situation occurs with C++ containers. Containers use iterators, and it is often important to keep a universal quantifier on both a container and an iterator so that we can test more than just the usual begin and end iterators in our axioms. For instance, a C++ AssociativeContainer is a container that supports removal of elements, which reduces the size by exactly 1. Listing 6 shows an axiom for erase. In order to test erasure of other elements than the first and the last, we need to receive an Iterator in addition to the set -but the given iterator must be an iterator from the container. To test the axiom properly, we need this precondition to hold on at least some values, e.g., we need to make sure the axiom is called with arguments of form Listing 5 -Generating random sets: The term_generator is initialised with a set of supported types (std::set<int>, std::set<int>::iterator and int), a random number engine and set of operations for generating values of the supported types. When the test driver requests a data value, it will select and call a random operation of the appropriate type, recursively generating arguments to it. (s, s.begin()+N) with N<s.size(). We cannot expect a pure random generator of iterators to generate such iterators inside sets from another generator. Our term generator library solves this by sometimes reusing old values. With some probability (currently 50% by default), it will reuse a previously generated value, if available.
For example, the integer set generator in Listing 5 will generate related sets and iterators. Iterators are constructed from sets; since the generator will reuse old values, chances are that we will at some point get both a set and an iterator generated from that set.
Discussion

Specification in Programming Languages
Floyd and Hoare [Flo67, Hoa69] [LBR06] .
Early attempts at using specifications in programming languages focused on documentation and verification. Gypsy supported verification with the help of an interactive theorem prover. In the case of Euclid, verification was left to external tools, but assertions could be tested at runtime. Alphard integrated specifications in the language, but proofs had to be done by hand. In CLU, the requires, ensures and modifies clauses were used in an informal way.
Eiffel [Mey92b] is a more modern design, formalising the idea of require and ensures into design by contract [Mey92a] . Data structures are protected by a class invariant (known in Euclid as a module invariant), which must hold on entry and exit to any exported method. Eiffel also provides statement-level assertions and loop invariants, and the compiler can automatically insert assertion checks if desired.
As Eiffel is an object-oriented language, it also deals with contracts and assertions in the context of inheritance, polymorphism and dynamic binding. A subclass must always obey the contract of the class or classes it inherits from, since objects of a subclass can be assigned to and used as variables declared as the superclass (in accordance with the substitution principle). Preconditions must therefore not be stronger than those of the inherited classes, and postconditions may not be weaker. It is allowed, however, to have weaker preconditions and stronger postconditions in the subclass -this just means the subclass does a 'better job' at fulfilling the contract.
Class invariants are always at least as strong in subclasses -we may add additional clauses to the invariant, but the invariants of inherited classes must still hold. In contrast with C++, which uses static binding of methods by default, Eiffel always uses dynamic binding (virtual functions in C++ terminology). This follows naturally from the use of class invariants; with static binding, the method of a superclass may be called to process an object of a subclass -but the superclass method has no knowledge of, and cannot be expected to uphold the invariant of the subclass. The design of contract inheritance ensures that methods always act according to their defined contract, even in the face of inheritance and dynamic binding, thus making it possible to reason about code that employs inheritance.
Spec# [BLS05] brings design by contract to C#, as a language extension with convenient syntax. It comes with a theorem-proving static checking tool that can verify assertions. A similar solution for Java is the Java Modeling Language [LBR06] , where specifications are written as comments in the source code, allowing programs to be compiled with a normal Java compiler. The comments are processed by a wide range of tools, including the jmlc compiler which inserts runtime assertion checks, verification tools like the Extended Static Checker (ESC/Java), unit testing tools and integrated editors.
Algebraic Specification
Early work by Liskov and Zilles [LZ75] discuss techniques for formal specification of abstract data types. They point out that specification should be done by relating the operations of the abstract data type, rather than directly specifying the input / output of each operation. The latter leads to over-specification, providing unnecessary details and hiding the essential properties of the data type -for example, by enforcing some order on the elements of an unordered set. Specifying operations in terms of each other avoids bias towards particular representations or implementations. In traditional unit testing, there is always a temptation to over-specify by focusing on testing the input and output of every operation, though a disciplined developer can still avoid over-specification. Among the techniques discussed by Liskov and Zilles, they point out algebraic specification [GTW78, GH78, GHM78, LZ75] as showing the most promise in terms of usability and in avoiding over-specification. An algebraic specification consists of a syntax description and a set of axioms; this maps to our idea of concepts, which provide axioms together with a syntax description in the form of associated types and operations.
The Tecton system [KMS81] pioneered concept-oriented programming, providing structure types (similar to concepts, with axioms) and a set of operations to manipulate them; including refinement (adding axioms), generalisation (e.g., by removing axioms), adding new operations and providing implementations.
Extended ML [ST86] is an important early work on mixing programming languages with algebraic specification, which introduced algebraic specification into the Standard ML language -rather than using axiomatic specifications with pre-and postconditions as in Euclid or Eiffel. Extended ML separates signatures from implementations, and allows axioms to be given together with the signatures. It builds on the idea of institutions [GB84] , in order to achieve independence from the underlying logic system. Zalewski and Schupp [ZS07] discuss C++ concepts more closely from a specification and institution point-of-view. The algebraic approach has the added benefit of being directly usable for rewriting [TJ07, BH09] and as a basis for testing, as seen in this paper. On the other hand, assertions are immediately useful as checks during the runtime of a program.
As in Extended ML, C++ concepts separate the specification from the implementation. The same concept may apply to several different implementations, and one should avoid putting undue constraints on the implementation (i.e., avoid overspecification). Hence, we should limit axiom expressions to the operations provided in the concept (together with C++'s primitive operations -on Boolean values, for example -these can be considered implicitly defined in every concept).
Compared to the pre-and postcondition approach used by the systems in the previous section, algebraic specification brings the focus to abstract or generic inter-faces, rather than dealing with specific procedures on particular data types. Certain relationships that are easily specified using axioms, cannot be specified using pre-and postconditions; for example the relationship between equality and the hash function (all equal values should have the same hash value), as shown in Listing A.2.
However, axioms are not a replacement for pre-and postconditions and assertions. Preconditions are still needed for partial functions, where the axioms may not define the behaviour at all (unless exception behaviour is specified, as in Section 3.5); and class/data and loop invariants and code assertions apply at the implementation level, and have no counterpart in a specification of an interface.
Axiom Selection
To ensure that the behaviour of the abstract data type is fully specified (or sufficiently complete) one can divide the operations into constructors (the set of which can generate all possible values -prime candidates for the term generator in Section 4), transformers (which can be defined in terms of constructors) and observers (which yield values of another type). We can then construct axioms from the combination of each constructor with every non-constructor. Guttag [Gut80] and Antoy [Ant89] discuss further guidelines for constructing specifications.
There is no reason to believe that writing axioms (or test cases) is any less errorprone than programming in general. Failure of a test can just as well indicate a problem with the axioms or the equals operator as a problem in the implementation. It is important to be aware of this while programming, so that bug-hunting is not exclusively focused on implementation code. The same issue arises with hand-written tests, though, so this is not specific to axiom-based testing. Also, since axioms have a different form than implementation code (equation versus algorithm), it is less likely that a bug in an axiom and in the implementation will 'cover' for each other so that neither are detected. It is still possible, though; having multiple axioms covering related behaviour will increase the chance of catching the bug.
Building libraries of well-tested concepts with axioms will increase confidence in the completeness and correctness of the axioms, and reduces the training needed to make effective use of axioms. Not all programmers can be expected to know all the laws governing integer arithmetic -but using an existing axiom library and simply stating that "my class should behave like an integer" is easy.
Axiom-Based Testing
The DAISTS [GMH81] system introduced axiom-based testing in the early eighties, using formal algebraic specifications as a basis for unit testing. In DAISTS, a test consists of axioms in the form of conditional equations; an implementation with an equality operator; and a set of test data. DAISTS performs simple coverage analysis to ensure that all the axioms and program code are exercised by the tests.
ASTOOT [DF94] applied the ideas of axiom-based testing to object-orientation, with automated testing for Eiffel. Axioms were specified in an OO-like style, rather than the functional notation used in DAISTS.
The Daistish system [HS96] brought these ideas to C++. Unlike ASTOOT, Daistish used a functional notation for axioms, giving a notational gap between the conditional equational form of the axioms and the methods of C++.
QuickCheck [CH00] is a popular axiom-based testing (property-based testing in their terminology) system for Haskell, with spin-offs for several other languages.
QuickCheck properties somewhat like free-floating axioms in Catsfoot (see Section 3.1). QuickCheck provides a library for generating random data, including a default generator (based on the algebraic structure of types), and also includes support for observing the distribution of test data and classifying test data, so that one can check that the properties have been thoroughly exercised.
From a generic programming point of view, type classes in Haskell correspond to C++ concepts. However, type classes do not have axioms, and hence QuickCheck is not integrated with type classes in the way our axiom-based testing is integrated with concepts.
(Lazy) SmallCheck [RNL08] provides exhaustive property-based testing for Haskell; instead of generating random data values, all possible values are generated, up to some depth. We have not pursued this data generation scheme, but it should be possible to support something similar in our library, with a specialised version of the term generator.
Traditional unit testing, as popularised by agile methods in the last decades, is practically oriented, and does not rely on formal methods. Mainstream software engineers have focused on development methods like TDD and extreme programming [Bec98] , while much formal methods research has focused on formal specification and verification -which have been difficult to apply to mainstream languages and mainstream development.
Verification attempts to prove the correctness of a program with respect to the specification, or at least prove some properties of the program (such as the absence of null pointer references or runtime exceptions). Testing is more pragmatic in nature, easier to automate and closer to ordinary programming. Current verification tools typically require highly-trained human assistance, but can give definitive answers; testing can only give confidence in correctness, not certainty.
We have used axiom-based testing for the Sophus numerical C++ library [HB05] , and with the JAxT [HK08] tool for Java. JAX [SLA02] (Java Axioms) is another approach to axiom-based testing in Java. Axiom-like features have also been added to recent versions of JUnit [Saf07] . Gaudel and Le Gall [GG08] provide a survey of the use of algebraic specification in testing.
Many of the existing axiom based testing approaches, such as JAX and Daistish, rely on sufficiently complete specifications, provided by complete axiomatisations or initial specifications. This gives extra properties on which to base tools. For example, the approach of Antoy and Hamlet [AH00] uses initial specifications, which are evaluated alongside the implementation, as a direct implementation [GHM78] of the specification. All objects in the system contain both a concrete value and an abstract value (in the form of a normalised term over constructors in the specification), and the equations from the specification can be evaluated by treating them as rewrite rules on the abstract value terms. A representation mapping translates between the abstractions of the specification and the concrete data structures of the implementation. Self-checking functions are made by doing an additional abstract evaluation according to the specification, and -using the representation mapping -comparing the result of normal execution and evaluating the specification. In this way, a whole program can be described and evaluated in two distinct ways -using program code and algebraic specification -providing good protection against programming errors. This is also the disadvantage of the approach -the implementation work must basically be done twice.
Axioms written in C++ concepts will normally be loose and incomplete, mak-ing such testing techniques void. The approach described in this paper will work equally well with an incomplete specification (though, it will of course not be able to test unspecified behaviour). Based on our experience developing and testing Sophus [HB05, HFMK05] , we find such axioms useful.
Algebraic Axioms and Imperative Code
As discussed in Section 3.4, a particular problem occurs for code written in objectoriented or imperative styles, relying on side-effects on arguments. Although this is a poor fit for algebraic-style axioms, we can make a uniform algebraic-style interface to implementation code using wrappers. In the ASTOOT [DF94] system, algebraic specification of object-oriented programs is done in the LOBAS formalism which supports OO syntax. Each axiom relates object states or values that are computed through a sequence of method calls; optionally, observer functions may be called at the end each sequence to inspect the objects. The system is purely algebraic, allowing no side-effects in operations, except for modifying object state in methods -though Doong and Frankl [Doo93, DF91] describe a relaxation of this. ASTOOT will automatically generate test drivers from class interfaces, and also generates test cases from a LOBAS algebraic specification. Automated tests can be augmented by manual test generation.
Chen et al. have developed the ideas of ASTOOT further, and applied them to axiom-based testing of object-oriented code at the level of class clusters and components [CTCC98, CTC01] .
Equality in Axioms and Equality Testing
The original C++ concept proposal used equational axioms, leading to the question of whether equivalence in the axioms were the same equivalence as that defined by the equals operator of the type. In the end, a separate symbol was introduced, indicating substitutability. Our situation is different, as all our axioms are basically C++ Boolean expressions -of any kind, not just equations -and if equivalence is used, it will be the C++ equivalence (if defined for the given type).
There are cases where equality can be expensive or even impossible to define so that it corresponds to the behaviour expected by the axioms. There are also types on which we want to have different equivalence relations depending on the behaviour.
We may handle this by parametrising the concept by the equality operator. It is then treated like any other parameter, and the test driver will instantiate the concept with the right equality for the behaviour intended.
The equality operator is an operation like any other, and should itself be tested. The traditional equivalence relation is specified by the equivalence concept, shown in Listing A.1, which states that it should be reflexive, transitive and symmetric. The interaction between equality any other given operation is specified by the congruence concept (also in Listing A.1). The congruence axiom states that any two calls to the same operation with arguments that are pairwise equal, will yield equal results (relative to the given equivalence relation). Ideally, we expect this to hold for all operations for types with an equality operator. If we demand this behaviour, the congruence concept should be required for all operations in a concept -unfortunately we must specify this manually, as there is no way to generate a requirement for each defined operation.
If equality is missing for a type, we can define a custom equivalence relation. This may be exact, optimistic or pessimistic, depending on the properties of the axioms. For the use in equational axioms we can automatically generate such a relation over a signature (a list of operations) [CTC01, CTCC98] . The axioms can then be tested correctly. This approach randomly calls operations on the two objects, and compares observable values of other types with a defined equality -i.e., it tests whether the objects behave the same (behavioural equality). An optimistic equivalence will be able to test equational equations.
We have experimented with such an infrastructure in C++, though we have not pursued the approach very far. The implementation is similar to a random term generator since it gets initialised with a C++ random number generator and a list of operations. However, it also takes an extra data generator (for example to generate indexes for an array-like structure) and returns a relation (i.e. a function returning a Boolean and taking two parameters of the same type). This function can then wrap this relation into a type and give it as parameter to a concept requiring the equivalence relation.
Experiences with Axiom-Based Testing
We have experience with axiom-based testing from the Sophus numerical software library [HB05] . This predates C++ axioms, so the tests were written by hand, based on a formal algebraic specification. In our experience, the tests have been useful in uncovering flaws in both the implementation and the specification, though we expect to be able to do more rigorous testing with tool support.
The JAxT tool [HK08] provides axiom-based testing for Java, by generating tests from algebraic specifications. The axioms are written as static methods and are related to implementation classes through inheritance and interfaces. For any class with axioms, the JAxT tool will generate code that calls the associated axioms. A team of undergraduate students -supervised by the last author -successfully wrote JAxT axioms for parts of the Java collection classes, discovering some weaknesses in the interface specifications in the process.
The JAX [SLA02] method of combining axioms with the JUnit [BG11, Lou05] testing framework has provided some valuable insight into the usefulness of axiombased testing. The JAX developers conducted informal trials where programmers wrote code and tests using basic JUnit test cases and axiom testing, and found that the axioms uncovered a number of errors that the basic test cases did not detect.
Initial experiences with DAISTS [GMH81] were positive and indicated that it helped users to develop effective tests, avoid weak tests, and the use of insufficient test data. With Daistish [HS96] , the authors did trials similar to those done with JAX, with programming teams reporting that their axioms found errors in code that had already been subjected to traditional unit testing. Testing also uncovered numerous incomplete and erroneous axioms -the Daistish team note that this is to be expected since the programmers were students learning algebraic specification. This is probably a factor, but some axiom errors can be expected even from trained programmers.
Gaudel and Le Gall [GG08] summarise further experiences and case studies on testing with algebraic specifications.
Future Work
We have identified several areas for improvement throughout this paper. Areas of particular research interest are:
• Perform proper trials to gauge the effectiveness of axiom-based testing in C++ and its impact on development.
• Testing of multi-threaded applications is notoriously difficult [Sen07] , and it would be interesting to see if axiom-based testing could be applied here.
• Refining or layering concepts quickly becomes cumbersome as the parameter lists grow. This problem is probably difficult to solve within the constraints of C++ 2011.
There is also engineering work to be done (in no particular order):
• A library of common concepts with axioms should be written. There has been some work on this already [Got06] . Such concepts should eventually make their way into the C++ standard, for consistency and interoperability.
• For truly effective testing, we will likely need more kinds of data generators, and a set of combinators for the generators.
• Our term generator is fairly simplistic in terms of control over distribution of the generated data. This is something we need to explore more.
• As we no longer rely on an external tool with limited C++ support, we can now look into testing existing software like the STL. The GCC version of STL (at least) already uses a simple form of concepts internally, which could be used as a starting point.
Conclusion
Axiom-based testing is a technique for testing generic code in a generic way, based on algebraic specification. In this paper, we have discussed how we can integrate algebraic specification in C++ 2011 in the form of concepts using template meta-programming; and how these concepts can be used in automated testing with different kinds of data generators. Compared to traditional unit testing, axiom-based testing offers a less ad hoc way to specify and test behaviour, and we believe it is particularly well suited to test generic code. Compared to pre-and postconditions, axioms are again more suited for generic code, and allows for specification of relationships that cannot be covered by pre-and postconditions -though axioms are not a replacement for assertions and some forms of pre-and postconditions at the implementation level.
A Code Examples and Listings
A.1 Equivalence and Congruence
Specification of equivalence and congruence relations. The equivalence operator should be reflexive, symmetric and transitive. 
A.3 Testing Exceptions
This can test whether a function has thrown an exception or not. The function get_axioms returns a list of pairs of names (as strings) and the corresponding axioms.
A.5 The Printable Concept and Overloading
The concept printable is an auto concept. Any pair of T, U for which a left shift operator (<<) is defined will model this concept (no verified declaration necessary). 
}
The first function is used if a << operator is available to print the value on the stream; otherwise the other function is used, which prints a representation of the value's type.
B Quick definitions
We define here some parts of the API that we have used in the examples. 
